
Month 3 Activity:  Amazing Ads 

Companies spend millions of dollars each year (especially during 
the Super Bowl) creating advertisements to entice consumer’s 
into buying or using their products and services.  
 

A few things to think about …. 

Have you bought something after you’ve seen it in an ad?  
If yes, what was it – toy, clothing, food? 

 
Can you name ads that appeal to kids? 

 
Can you name ads that appeal to your parents? 



An ADVERTISEMENT is a tool used to get people to want to buy 

something and can be considered examples of PURSUASIVE writing 

since they create their ads to  persuade us to do, buy, or think 

something.  The TARGET AUDIENCE is a group of people who 

advertisers think will buy or use the product and place their ads where 

the they are likely to see them. 

Item Description Examples 

Appeals to our emotions and what we 

care about   

  

Uses logic, reason, and facts to convince 

us to buy a product 

  

Appeals to credibility and uses experts to 

make us trust the company or believe 

their products are the best 

  

PATHOS 

LOGOS 

ETHOS 

        Click the movie reel to watch the video.  

   Add at least 2 examples for each. 
 

Write GOOD answers for Parts B & C. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FeCz5fy02JE


Month 3 Budget 
You need to: 
 

1 – Fill in the amounts for each expense 

using the information from your Month 2 

Budget page. 
 

2 – Complete the bottom section of the 

budget page. 

- Write in your monthly salary. 

- Add up your total expenses. 

- Draw a life card and write down a description 

along with the amount. 

- Calculate the balance. 
 

3 –Record the amounts for expenses, life 

cards, and savings account in the chart on 

the back cover.   
 

Due Date: ________________ 

Done?  Put your booklet in the 

YELLOW math folder! 


